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Abstract

In recent years, in distributed web application and cloud computing need to store large amount of data in relational and distributed database. So now days, the upcoming and growing companies moved into non-relational database like NoSQL. Due to the more use of NoSQL database much sensitive information and large amount of data are stored in NoSQL database. Because of a lack of encryption in MongoDB (open source), data and database may not more secure. This paper discusses security features of MongoDB and proposes a Encryption security features at application level with implementation. The analysis result of this implementation shows that how mongo encryption library works in php.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent days in cloud computing and distributed web application need to store large amount of data in distributed databases that provides high availability and scalability. In recent year, a growing number of companies used various types of non relational databases, commonly referred as NoSQL. Different NoSQL databases take different approaches. The main advantage is that NoSQL handle unstructured database like document, email and social media efficiency.

NoSQL referred as “Not Only Structure Query Language” and “Not only SQL” [3] NoSQL is class of “schema-less” database management system that has been
designed with more relaxed data model as compared to RDBMS. There are several categories of NoSQL database. Four main are Key-values store, Column Family, Document Oriented and Graph database \[^1\]. The common feature of NoSQL are summarized as: high scalability and reliability, very simple data model, very simple query language, lack of mechanism for handling and managing data consistency and integrity and almost no support for security at database level.

A. Security Issues in NOSQL Database

Given all these more chances brought by NoSQL, more and more undertakings and government agencies turn to NoSQL and increasing sensitive data are stored in these databases rightly, which takes the safety issue of NoSQL databases into the public's attention. Currently most NoSQL databases existence without of natural to safety apparatuses.

A key feature of NoSQL is “Share nothing” horizontal scaling-replicating and partitioning data over many servers \[^2\]. Due to this feature, NoSQL can support a large number of simple read/write operations per second. NoSQL systems don’t provide ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability) guarantees but follow BASE. BASE is acronym for Basically Available, Soft state and eventually consistent \[^7\].

In 2000, Prof. Eric Brewer introduces the CAP theorem. CAP theorem namely called as Consistency, Availability and Tolerance of network \[^4\]. The main idea of CAP theorem is a distribute the system which cannot meet the three district need simultaneously, but it can be meet only two system like CA (consistency and Availability), AP (Availability and Partition Tolerance) \[^5\].

B. Current Research

NoSQL database is existence without of taking care of expertly and business managers of knowledge for computers persons of representative and true, good nature and does not make ready database-level safety support, which leads to great safety dangers. Reference \[^2\] discussed about NoSQL database and their security features and then also proposed a transparent middleware and its implantation which is done using JAVA class library in Linux Operating System. Reference \[^4\] proposed the method of encryption, Because of the lack of encryption support at data at rest and weak authentication at database level. To overcome these issues security mechanism can be implemented at middleware layer with small changes in existing system. Reference \[^3\] discussed about the different type of NoSQL and also discussed about the pros and cons of NoSQL database and also describes the advantages and disadvantages of each of the store data and cases when a particular data can be used. Reference \[^6\] discussed about the storage mechanism of MongoDB.
II. PRINCIPLES

A. Analysis of MongoDB operation in php

Before Operating MongoDB, We need to achieve the connection to it. For connection, open a console and go into the MongoDB where you store your database. mongod.exe –dbpath “h:\mongoDB\data” and next open another console terminal and write a command like this “h:\mongoDB\bin> mongo.exe” MongoDB is run on its default port number 27017. In MongoDB, the records are called as documents and schemas are called as collections. To use the database, we have to write: use database name; after getting the database, we can get collection by doing: db.createCollection().

BSON (Binary Serialized Document Format) is the binary form for representing simple data structure and associate arrays (called objects or documents in MongoDB). Typically a BSON is consist of keys and values like this: {"key1": "value1", "key2": "value2",... "keyn": "value" }.

B. Data modeling features in MongoDB

Unlike SQL database, data in MongoDB has flexible schema. For MongoDB collection, it is unnecessary to determine and declare a table’s schema before inserting data. Every document can compare the data fields of the represented entity, even if data has substantial variation[13]. Document in MongoDB are stored in key-value pattern. Document in same collection in same collection can be in different storage areas. Values are maped to their keys. This characteristic makes it possible that we can encrypt any dataset in a document.

C. Encryption Algorithm

Encrypting data will act on the operation and memory use, so it is important to get at the details of different algorithms and selecting the one which has least possible on having existence system. The security level of encryption algorithm is also important to consider. It is the most important parameter of cryptography because an algorithm is said to be better if they give a strong safety level. in addition limitations of the encryption algorithms is need to be consider, such as DES can be crack easily by brute force attack, IDEA and Blowfish are vulnerable to attack.
As figure 1 analyzes various encryption algorithms on the basis of performance and space required by the encryption algorithm. From the figure it is clear that AES is best among all these related algorithms based on scalability. After various literature survey comparisons, it is describe that AES is secure, fast, better and effective encryption algorithm among all these encryption algorithms with less storage space, high encryption performance.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

Data flow

Step 1: At first step client will log in the system and authenticate itself using user id and password. Application server checks for the client’s access permissions and grant the access of database to the client.

Step 2: After the authentication client can access the database. He can perform insert the data, update the existing data or delete the data from database. Client will send the data to application server in plain text format. And at retrieval of the data server will provide plain data to client.

Step 3: Application server then apply AES algorithm on data which is send by the client. On Client’s request for data retrieval application server fetch the encrypted data from the database and decrypt that data using AES algorithm and plain data will send back to client.

Step 4: Application server store the encrypted data into specific collection of particular database on insertion operation and retrieve the encrypted data from specific collections from particular mongo database.
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IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

Experiment was conducted on PC with Intel i3 processor, 4GB random memory and Windows 7 64-bit operating system. From the screen shot fig. 1, we can find that some filed which are important is in encrypted form and data which are less important that are shown in plain text.

Figure 3: Important fields are in encrypted form (BSON format)
The data are inserted in collection also in encrypted form. The fig. 2, we can show that inserted some data in encrypted form. In fig. 3 we can also show updated data are also in encrypted form. Id is not change when update the data. We can verify with the help of id. We can also delete field.

Figure 4: Inserted data shown in encrypted form

Figure 5: Updated first field data
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discuss about NoSQL database and their security features. Then we propose a method to encrypt data into database and also implement its process. Experiment results confirm that if data are not store in encrypted form in MongoDB open source at database level then we can do encrypt the data at application level and protect our sensitive information of user.
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